INTRODUCTION
============

Imaging data have allowed remarkable advances in our knowledge of language and the brain, but important gaps remain because of certain methodological and practical limitations to traditional technologies. Although PET is relatively robust to motion, the use of an intravenously administered radioactive isotope sets obvious ethical limits on the populations and sample sizes that can be studied, and on the number of trials a given participant can undergo. Populations and paradigms have also been limited in fMRI studies because of extreme sensitivity to motion artifacts, which interfere with image acquisition. Finally, both imaging methods require equipment that is quite expensive to obtain as well as to maintain, and is thus beyond the reach of the majority of researchers interested in language and the brain.

Researchers have tried to circumvent the problem of motion artifacts in fMRI studies of language production by using covert paradigms, where individuals mouth words silently or think words to themselves \[[@R1], [@R2]\]. Studies of covert production have been useful in suggesting a complex auditory-motor network that has both overlapping and unique areas of neural activation in frontal and posterior areas during speech production and perception \[[@R3]-[@R5]\]. In particular, activity in the most posterior and medial part of the superior temporal gyrus (STG) at the temporo-parietal junction has been associated with speech production rather than perception \[[@R6]\]. In addition, a specific role for phonological processing has been indicated in the left inferior frontal cortex \[[@R7]-[@R9]\] and left STG \[[@R5], [@R10]-[@R12]\].

While these results are undeniably important, it is nonetheless a concern that the majority of language production studies using fMRI have involved covert tasks. It is known that overt articulation activates numerous motor and cognitive processes, themselves supported by specialized neural substrates \[[@R13], [@R14]\], and there is some evidence for a covert-overt distinction across imaging studies \[[@R2]\]. Thus, it is possible that covert methods may not induce the full range of neural activity normally elicited during natural speech production. Emphasis on covert responding also imposes methodological limitations that make it difficult to study specific populations of interest, such as young children, sign-language users, or patients with movement disorders. Covert paradigms further pose problems for research topics that require overt motion, such as writing or responding to language stimuli (e.g., during dyadic communication). In summary, there is a clear need for techniques that can more flexibly measure neural responses during overt speech production in a range of populations. Moreover, it is critical to the cumulative advancement of the literature to utilize valid brain investigation methods that are accessible to a range of researchers beyond the relatively few with access to fMRI and PET technologies.

Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS)
---------------------------------

One method with the potential to avoid many limitations of traditional imaging techniques is NIRS, a safe, non-invasive optical imaging method that measures changes in cerebral blood volume and hemoglobin oxygenation. As with fMRI, the assumption is that stimulus-induced neural activation causes increased energy demands in the activated areas; that is, cerebral blood flow (CBF) to activated brain areas increases to meet increased demands for oxygen and glucose. Increases in CBF are parsed into local concentrations of oxyhemoglobin (oxygenated blood), which typically increases during cortical activation, and deoxyhemoglobin (deoxygenated blood), which typically decreases \[[@R15]\]. Total hemoglobin (HbT) is computed by summing changes in oxyhemoglobin (HbO~2~) and deoxyhemoglobin (HbR).

Also like fMRI, NIRS uses modulations in CBF during stimulus presentation relative to CBF during a baseline event during which no stimulus is presented to provide important information about the hemodynamic response to stimulus-induced cortical activation. Specifically, NIRS assesses hemodynamic responses by projecting near-infrared light at wavelengths of 690 and 830 nm through the scalp and skull and into the cortex, then recording intensity modulations in the reflected light from each wavelength. Because these two wavelengths are differentially absorbed by oxygenated blood (830 nm light is more sensitive to HbO~2~) and deoxygenated blood (690 nm light is more sensitive to HbR) \[[@R16], [@R17]\], the relative concentrations of HbO~2~ and HbR (and localized HbT) can be computed and used to provide an index of cortical activation \[[@R18]\].

One caveat is that, unlike fMRI, NIRS measurements are restricted to cortical activity, making NIRS inappropriate for investigations of subcortical structures. Another limitation is that spatial resolution with NIRS is not as precise as with fMRI, although NIRS temporal resolution is superior to fMRI.

Nonetheless, taken together with the known relationship between hemodynamics and neural activity \[[@R19]\], several recent studies indicate that NIRS can provide a reliable and useful estimate of cortical activity associated with language processing. For instance, researchers have used NIRS to track changes in infant cerebral hemodynamics to dissociate cortical activity coupled to visual versus linguistic stimulus processing \[[@R20]\] and during other forms of visual processing \[[@R21], [@R22]\]. Other studies have begun to validate NIRS against fMRI \[[@R23]\]. For example, NIRS has been used to show that 2-5 day old infants exhibit left hemisphere dominance, and left temporal lobe activation in particular, for processing forward, infant-directed speech relative to the same speech played backwards \[[@R24]\], thus replicating outcomes of a similar fMRI study with 3 month-old infants \[[@R25]\]. With adult speech production, NIRS has been used to examine the left inferior frontal region (i.e., Broca's area) during overt sentence translation in bilingual adults \[[@R14]\], and lateralization of prefrontal areas during a language comprehension task \[[@R26]\]; the results of both NIRS studies were consistent with outcomes from analogous fMRI studies \[[@R20], [@R27]\] (and see \[[@R4], [@R28]\] for reviews).

Present Research
----------------

Given the need for more flexible techniques to measure cortical activity during overt speech production, the present research was designed to evaluate NIRS as a method for assessing region-specific processing in adults in response to overt speech production in order to provide evidence that NIRS is a reasonable alternative to traditional imaging techniques for this type of research. The present NIRS study focused on changes in CBF in the temporal cortices of healthy adults during an overt speech production paradigm. We chose the bilateral temporal sites as our focal region of interest (ROI) for this initial study primarily based on previous NIRS data from our lab, which revealed robust and reliable patterns of left temporal activation in monolingual infants during a language perception task \[[@R20]\]. In addition, the ROI was justified by outcomes from a PET study that found activation in predominantly left hemisphere regions of the temporal lobe during an overt language production task \[[@R29]\], and suggestions from fMRI that the left STG should be preferentially involved in phonological processing and speech production \[[@R19]\].

Our primary prediction was that we would observe increased activity in the left STG of monolingual adults during overt speech production, with little or no increase in activity in the homologous region of the right hemisphere. These results would extend the application of NIRS as a tool for measuring overt speech production in adults beyond frontal regions demonstrated in previous studies \[[@R26], [@R14]\].

METHODS
=======

Participants
------------

Ten healthy, monolingual English-speaking adults (9 men, 1 woman) between the ages of 18 and 22 underwent NIRS imaging at Texas A&M University, College Station.

Apparatus
---------

A soundproofed testing room was equipped with a chair, a cushioned chin rest anchored to a table, and a mounted 53-cm flat panel computer monitor on which visual stimuli were displayed. An adjustable headband connected to the NIRS instrument by two fiber optic cables (each 1 mm diameter and 15 m length) extending from the instrument to the testing room and into the adjustable headband through a sound and light dampening curtain. The cables were bundled into a single strand secured on the wall just over the participant's right shoulder.

The NIRS instrument consisted of three main components: a) two emitter fibers consisting of fiber optic cables that delivered near-infrared light to the scalp of the participant; b) four detector fibers consisting of fiber optic cables that detected the diffusely reflected light at the scalp and transmitted it to the receiver; and c) an electronic control box that served as both the source of the near-infrared light and the receiver of the reflected light. The fibers were grouped into two emitter/detector sets (i.e., optical probes), each consisting of two detector fibers placed at 3 cm distance on either side of a central emitter fiber. The signals received by the electronic control box were processed and relayed to a DELL Inspiron 7000 laptop computer. A custom computer program recorded and analyzed the signal.

The NIRS instrument emitted light at two wavelengths, 690 and 830 nm, with two laser-emitting diodes. Laser power emitted from the end of each fiber was 4 mW, and the light was square wave modulated at audio frequencies of approximately 4 to 12 kHz. Each laser had a unique frequency so that synchronous detection could uniquely identify each laser source from the photodetector signal. No detector saturation occurred during the experiment.

One optical probe (i.e., emitter/detector set) was used to deliver and collect near-infrared light on the left temporal region at approximately T~3~ according to the International 10-20 system, and the other delivered and collected light on the right temporal region at approximately position T~4~.

Procedure
---------

Each participant was seated at approximately 76 cm distance from the computer monitor (28.1◦ visual angle at participants' viewing distance based on a 36 cm wide screen). The chinrest was adjusted so the participant could sit comfortably with chin in chinrest and forearms resting on the chinrest table. In an effort to reduce unwanted muscle movement (and thus standardize individual variations in extraneous motor activation), participants were instructed to keep their chins in the chinrest and their teeth together throughout the experiment. The International 10-20 system for electrode placement was used to determine the locations for T~3~ and T~4~, which were then marked on the participant's scalp. The hair around the target locations was parted and fastened to avoid interference with the light emission and detection. The two emitter/receiver optodes were centered over the target locations on the participant's scalp and secured with Velcro straps. One emitter was positioned directly above and slightly in front of the left ear (T~3~), a location that targets primary auditory cortex and lateral STG. The second emitter was positioned in the analogous location in the right hemisphere (T~4~).

Stimuli and Design
------------------

The stimuli consisted of 41 line drawings (1 practice trial and 40 target trials) taken from \[[@R30]\] and the Philadelphia Naming Task \[[@R31]\] materials. Stimuli were one-syllable items closely matched in visual complexity and lexical frequency. Each trial began with a fixation cross, which appeared for 1700 msec, followed by a 300 msec stimulus event (i.e., line drawing) on a white background, followed by 8 sec of rest during which no stimuli were presented, for a total epoch of 10 sec. Participants were to say aloud the name of each line drawing as quickly as possible, thus requiring them to map conceptual representations onto phonological representations and produce them overtly. Accuracy was 100% for all participants. Near-infrared light that was differentially reflected from the temporal region of each hemisphere as a result of changes in CBF during the overt picture naming task was collected and analyzed.

RESULTS
=======

NIRS Data Acquisition
---------------------

The two detector fibers within each optical probe recorded raw optical signals, which were digitized at 200 Hz and converted to optical density units. The optical density units were then low-pass-filtered at 1Hz and high-pass-filtered at 0.02 Hz for noise reduction and decimated to 20 samples per second. The control computer then converted the filtered optical density units for each of the two wavelengths to relative concentrations of HbO2 and HbR hemoglobin using the modified Beer-Lambert law \[[@R32]\], which computes the relationship between light absorbance and concentration of particles within a medium. Concentration changes in HbO2 and HbR, as well as changes in total blood flow (HbT) were averaged across the 10 sec epochs and plotted by channels per region. Participant motion and systemic physiology (e.g., heartbeat and respiration) were spatially filtered using a principal components analysis (PCA) of the signals across the four channels \[[@R33]\]. Artifacts from extreme movement (e.g., sneezing) were operationalized as a signal change greater than 5% in a tenth of a second and were eliminated, resulting in the removal of 1.25% of the data (5 trials out of 400). The filtered data were then summed across the two channels per region and grand averaged across participants.

Hemodynamic Response Functions and Analyses
-------------------------------------------

NIRS data were analyzed first by channel within each cortical region (where each emitter/detector pair within each optical probe constituted one channel, so each optical probe contained two channels per cortical region). Data from the two channels per optical probe were then averaged and responses were compared across probes (i.e., cortical regions). Fig. (**[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**) illustrates the grand averaged hemodynamic response function for the left temporal region. The time of stimulus presentation (fixation cross + picture) is indicated by the solid red bar. Following stimulus offset, the left temporal region shows a marked increase in HbO~2~. There is a corresponding decrease in HbR in this region, though the effect is much less pronounced. Fig. (**[2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**) illustrates the hemodynamic response function for the right temporal region. Although there is an initial increase in HbO~2~ in this region at the time of stimulus onset, this is very small and reverses before the offset of the stimulus, going well below baseline. HbO~2~concentration continues to decrease over the course of the post-stimulus rest period, before beginning to return to baseline prior to the end of the epoch.

We calculated concentration changes in response to stimulus presentation to allow for statistical comparison of the average response to test stimuli in each cortical region (left and right temporal). The analysis was performed only on changes in concentration of HbO~2~ within each region, as this chromophore provides the most robust contrast-to-noise ratio \[[@R20]\]. Because changes in concentration began manifesting shortly after stimulus onset and showed signs of abating by the end of the 10 sec epoch, concentration changes were calculated based on the average relative HbO~2~concentration during time 3-5 sec for each epoch relative to HbO~2~ concentration at time -1 to 0 sec prior to trial onset (baseline). This revealed an average HbO~2~ concentration change in response to the production task (relative to baseline) in the left temporal region of .15 µM (SE = .07), while the average change in the homologous region in the right temporal region was -.05 µM (SE = .08). A paired-samples *t-*test showed that the difference in HbO~2~ concentration changes by hemispheric region was significant, *t*(1, 9) = 2.83, *p* \< .05. This finding is consistent with prior research, demonstrating a dissociation of homologous regions of the temporal cortex during overt word production in monolingual adults. Together, our results provide evidence that NIRS can be successfully used to track localized changes in cerebral hemodynamics during an overt language production task.

DISCUSSION
==========

NIRS is a non-invasive brain mapping technique that is relatively robust to motion artifacts and provides reasonably precise spatial and temporal information about cortical activation. The focus of the present study was to document the utility of NIRS as a flexible tool for mapping cortical activation in response to overt speech production, thereby laying the groundwork for future studies aimed at extending our understanding these neural substrates in a range of populations. In particular, we used NIRS to determine the relative participation of left and right temporal regions during overt speech production in healthy, English-speaking monolingual adults. The outcomes showed a significant increase in activation---as indicated by increases in HbO~2~---in the left relative to the right temporal region. This outcome is consistent with data from other measures and thus demonstrates the utility of NIRS for investigating the neural markers associated with overt speech production.

Given the flexibility of the NIRS technique, an important extension will be to apply NIRS in populations where movement is a concern or where it is not practical to request covert responding. For instance, the use of NIRS with infant populations in perceptual paradigms \[[@R20]-[@R22]\] could be extended to investigations of early speech production in infants and young children. In addition, because it is not invasive and therefore amenable to repeated use, NIRS can be used in longitudinal developmental studies, and it can support larger sample sizes than those typically supported in PET and fMRI studies. Another ideal NIRS application would be to track cortical activation during language production in different modalities (spoken versus signed), across language backgrounds (monolingual versus bilingual), and during different levels of speech production, from single words to full discourse. Such applications would go far in answering questions that remain concerning the development of brain organization for language.

One proposal in need of further investigation involves the notion of a network of auditory-motor integration formed from the overlapping and unique areas of neural activation in frontal and posterior regions during speech production and perception \[[@R3], [@R5], [@R20], [@R29]\]. Based on fMRI data, Hickok and his colleagues \[[@R3]\] suggest that this network guides speech development and supports speech production. Establishing the existence of this network will require using more extensive NIRS probe geometries to cover wider-ranging areas of cortex, and testing participants at various stages of language development. Given the difficulties inherent in testing children with fMRI, NIRS can serve as a useful tool to investigate this hypothesis.

Another area of research where NIRS will be helpful concerns whether the development of language processing networks is differentially influenced by the acquisition of one versus two (or more) acoustic-phonetic systems. Based on a meta-analysis of the large behavioral bilingual laterality literature, Hull and Vaid \[[@R34]\] have proposed that the functional organization of language(s) depends on language exposure during early development, and that these early patterns anchor the organization of any subsequently learned languages. Specifically, these researchers found that, across behavioral paradigms and across languages, monolinguals and late bilinguals showed reliable activation of predominantly left hemisphere areas (consistent with the present results with monolinguals) regardless of second language proficiency, whereas early bilinguals showed reliable bilateral activation (see also \[[@R35]\]). At least one fMRI study using covert word production in multilingual adults \[[@R36]\] and one clinical study with bilingual epilepsy patients \[[@R37]\] have produced results consistent with this view. Specifically, the fMRI study found that late multilinguals showed consistent left hemisphere dominance for all languages whereas the single early multilingual they tested showed consistent bilateral activation across languages. The clinical study found that late bilinguals with epileptiform discharges focused in the left temporal region demonstrated particular post-seizure dysfunction for producing speech in their second language, which was also their most proficient language. These outcomes support the proposition that NIRS could be a useful tool for extending investigations of the cortical underpinnings of overt speech production during early development and adulthood in both healthy and patient populations, particularly if more extensive probe geometries are utilized to cover more spatial locations in the cortex.

Contemporary research has demonstrated that the brain's organization of language is more complex than previously assumed. It is also clear that more work is needed to identify the full range of neural correlates for language production in various populations in more natural settings. We suggest that NIRS represents a uniquely flexible neuroimaging tool that is sensitive enough to provide useful information about cortical activation associated with language production as a reasonable alternative to more expensive imaging methods, and that NIRS will allow study designs to extend to a wider range of overt production tasks in more natural environments. It is thus expected that NIRS will make a valuable contribution to investigations of the variety of neural consequences that may arise from different language experience, different developmental levels, and different modes of speech production.
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